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The Structural Operator F and Its Role 
in the Theory of Retarded Systems,* II 
In this section WC prcscnt a unified development of fillite-diIm!nSilJfM~ specrrai 
projections in the Hilbert space AI*. The results are obviously similar to those 
alreadv existing in ‘the nonrcflexive Banach space C[-12, 01. Ilon-ever. we 
adopt-an approach which is different from the one followed by Halt [6], 
Shimanov [17], and Banks and Bums [2]. ln doin g this we emphasize the role 
played by the operators I= and P. 
In the C[--h, 0] framework, it is difficult to work directly with the dual 
scmigroup of the semigroup Y defined on the dual of the nonraflesivc Banach 
space C[-- /I, 01. This fact was certainly part of the motivation for the intro- 
duction of the bilinear form (2.20) and the construction of the transposed 
semigroup YT which is “dual to 9” in the sense of the bilinear form. Our 
approach in the M*-framework uses standard spectral theory in a Hilbert space 
(cf. Taylor [I 81) and the semigroups .cP and Y*. Then we exploit the connection 
between the semigroups 9’” and 9’: (cf. Proposition 3.1 and Corollary 3.3(ii)) to 
recover classical results such as 
as well as characterizations of eigensubspaces and eigenprojections. Similar 
results arc obtained for the spectral theory of the quotient semigroup [Y’]. 
.Jrgumcnts are similar to those for 9 and will generally not bc repeated. All 
proofs arc given in the Appendix. 
. ‘I’his rcswrch has been supported by NRC Grants .I-8730 and A-9210 ;I~U 1;C.J.C 
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4. I. Xatation and Preliminary Results 
In order to keep all formulas compact, it will bc convenient to introduce the 
following notation. Associate with h in C the “exponential map” E,, in 2(P, 
M”): 
(Epq =- x, (&x)~ (0) 2: eAox. (4.2) 
Wherever ncccssary the space LX!2 is to be interpreted as its complex extension. 
The dual operator ET (in ,P’(M*, 0)) of E,, is given by 
g+ :.. 40 + 
J’ 
:7, e’“+‘(e) dO (A, the complex conjugate of X). (4.3) 
WC also associate with h in C the operator T,, in 9(M2), 
(I’,$)” = 0, (T,,$)’ (0) .: Lo en(s-u)+l(cx) dor. (4.4) 
A straightforward calculation will show that Y’T, the adjoint of T,, , is given by 
(TTt,b)’ = 0, ( TTtJ)’ (0) = r,& eL(a-o)ll,l((r) da. (4.5) 
Define the II x n matrix d(h), 
A(X) x : Ax - L&Ax), A’-(A) x :-: Ax -L’-(&); (4.6) 
note that D(h) x = O(x)* x. Given X c: C and an integerj 3 1 define the deriva- 
tive operator I),j, 
(4.7) 
when j - 0, D,,O coincides with the identity. 
The advantage of defining the above symbols is that many subsequent 
operations reduce to simple algebraic manipulations, whereas otherwise the 
w-hole dcvelopmcnt would be obscured by long formulas. WC note some useful 
relationships between these symbols, which we collect below for the sake of 
future reference. 
~‘ROPOSITION 4.1. For all h in C and all integers 1z 25 0, 
(ij Y:,“fTA = (-l)k DAoE, , 
(ii) FT,” = (Tt)“F, 
(iii) /l,,kFE,, = FD,,‘;E, , 
(iv) EfpyJkE, :. (-l)k J))“+’ A 44. 
Prooj. SW ,4ppcndix. I 
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4.2. Resolzenf , E$enprojections and Eigensuhspaces fbf ;,.! 
l’hc characterization of the resolvent operator now becomes vcr> simpie. 
I'ROPOSITIOX 4.2. (i) The spectrum u(A) of A is a poinL spectrum .tchiciz is 
rharacterized by 
a(4) = [A E c 1 det A(A) := 0). (4.3) 
(ii) The resolzenl of A is giwn by 
R(h, A) .& (IA - ‘a)-’ = E&r-‘(h) E,TF -; 2:, (4.9) 
for all X in p(A) (the complement of o(A)). 
Proof. See Appendix. 1 
_\:ote that since the coefficients of det A(/\) are real, the spectrum of G(A) 1s 
symmetric with respect to the real axis. 
Remark 4. I , The characteristic function det d(h) is an entire function and 
thcreforc has zeros of finite order. ‘This implies that d-‘(X) has poles of finite 
order and no other singularities. k’(h) has a pole of order 711 at X, if h, is a xcro 
of dct d(h) of order d > m; in fact, d --: I+ q where I represents the dcgrce of a 
possible common factor (A - X,)r in both det d(X) and adj .4(X), which is cancelled 
in 
[adj d(h)] (det O(X))-l = d-‘(h). (4.10) 
Since ;t -P k’,, , X - BX, and h + T,, are operator-valued entire functions, the 
singularities of the resolvent (IX - A)-* coincide with those of o-I(h) so that 
R(X, A) has poles of finite order and no other singularities. 
By Taylor [18, Theorem 5.8A], it follows that if X is a pole of R(h, :,I) of order 
m, then the space M” is decomposed as follows: 
where 
(4.11) 
(4.12) 
Furthermore, .,%!A and QA arc, respectively, the range and the nullspace of the 
(canonical) projection operator 
(4.! 3) 
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where Z’,, is any closed rectifiable curve containing A inside and all the other 
points of o(A) outside. Combining (4.9) and (4.13) we obtain 
(4.14) 
the integral of T,, is zero since T,, is an entire function. As a result we have 
Remark 4.2. For all h E o(A), Kerl; C Ker PA . 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Let h E o(A) and let m be the order of the pole of R(X, A). 
The elements of .HA are all of the form 
where d. E W, i =: 1 1 ,-**, m, satisfy the system of linear equatzims 
f (Dt-‘A(A)) dk = 0, 1 = l,..., m. 
I:= 1 
(4.15) 
(4.16) 
Proof. See Appendix. 1 
Remark 4.3. The system of equations (4.16) can be written A,y = 0, where 
y = col(d, ,..., 4) and A,,, is an nm x nm matrix. It is identical to that used in 
Hale [6, p. 1751. 
Remark 4.4. For any v = 1, 2 ,..., m, the subspace Ker(ZX - A)Y is charac- 
terized by (4.15~(4.16) with m replaced by V. 
4.3. Resolvent and Generalized Eigensubspaces of A* 
We now characterize the complementary space Q,, = Im(Zh - A)m. By 
Taylor [18, p. 3061, this space is closed, so that by known duality relations we 
have 
QA = (Ker(ZA - A*)“1)‘-. (4.17) 
THEOREM 4.4. (i) o(A*) = U(A). 
(ii) R(X, A*) = F*E,[D(h)]--1 E; f Tf. 
(iii) Ker(Zh - A*)’ = F* Ker(ZX - AT)“, 1 = I,..., m. 
Proof. See Appendix. 1 
Remark 4.5. (i), (ii) can be proved directly using Proposition 4.2 and the 
fact that R(h, A*) == R(& A)*. A n alternative possibility, which we exploit 
in the proof given in the Appendix, is to derive (i) and (ii) from some inter- 
mediate steps in the proof of (iii). 
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Remark 4.6. The relationship given by Proposition 4,4(iii) is very importanr, 
because it enables us to replace the computation of elements of Ker(Zh - .,q*),l 
(whose direct characterization using the form of A” is quite complicated; cf. 
Male [6], Banks and Burns [2]) by a computation of elements of Ker(Zh - AT)m 
followed by the application of F*. Note that elements of Ker(ZA - -gT)n, are 
much simpler to compute than those of Ker(ZA -- A*:)“‘. 
Remark 4.7. R(X, A”) has poles of finite order and no other singularities 
(see Remark 4.1). 
4.4. Characterization of Eigensubspaces and Eixenprojections 
We now discuss further interesting consequences of ‘I’heorcm 4.4(iii). Since 
PA is the nullspace of the projection PA , we have, by (4.17) 
Ker P,\ = {#I ! ((T,+)) = 0, Vq E Ker(fX - -4%)‘“‘) 
= {c$ 1 ((F*t,b, q!~)) x 0, V$ E Kcr(Zj - A‘)“‘} (4.18) 
= {c$ !($, (6) :: 0, b,h E Ker(Z> - :I :-)‘nj. 
It was shown by Levinger [ 121 and also by Kappel and \\‘immer [lo] that, in 
the C[-Zl, 0] setting, 
dim Ker(ZA - A)“’ = n = (algebraic multiplicity of A in det d(X)) 
= dim Ker A,,, (cf. Remark 4.3). 
(4. I9) 
In the present W-space setting, the dimension of Ker(ZA - -4)” is, by Proposi- 
tion 4.3, the same as the dimension of the nullspace of the matrix A,, mentioned 
in Remark 4.3, and corresponding to system (4.16). Consequently (4.19) still 
holds in the space M’?. Moreover, the algebraic multiplicities of h and x in 
dct d(X) are equal (coefficients of dct d(X) are real by hypothesis). Since det d(X) 
-= det D(A), vz is the order of pole of both R(p, A*) at p = A, and of R(/L, AT) 
at p ::; A, so that ascents of IA - A (cf. Taylor [18, Sect. 5.41) ZA - r3’, Zx - .,I” 
are all equal to m, and, by the previous statement, dim Ker(ZX - A;)n, = 
dim Ker(ZA - A*)nl. 
Following these rcmarks, we can introduce a basis d, ,..., +d of&,, and a basis 
61 ,..., 11~ of Ker(Zl - ./T)m claiming that 
(4s 9 d,) zz ((F*4/,< , dj)) - Sij * (4.20) 
To prove this initially let 
Q, := (c#J, ,...) I&;. (4.3i) 
Y = col($!$ (...) l/Q) (4.22) 
be arbitrary bases of A<, and Ker(ZX - A-) 1 m, respectively, and let .\I denote the 
matrix of elements wrij = ((F~/J~, y!~~)), that is, d/I == ((PY’, a)). AZ must 1~ 
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nonsingular, for if we suppose the contrary, then there are complex numbers aj , 
j T= 1 ,..., d, not all zero, such that 
0 = i ((F*Q!J~ , +j)) (pi = ((ZJ*#i 3 f tij$i)) 9 i = l,..., d, (4.23) 
i=J j=l 
so that r$ = x,4=, Gjaj is both in AA and, by (4.21) and (4.17) in ,OA; hence St, = 0 
and so ~j = 0, j =-: l,..., d, a contradiction. 
By performing the change of basis, e.g., 8 = @AP, one has ((F*?P, 6)) = 
((Z?P, @M-l)) ::= ((F*Y, @)) &P1 = 1, as claimed. 
Xow define the continuous projection operator 
By definition, the range of this projection is A,+ and the null space is QA . Therefore 
f’,, = PA (cf. Dunford and Schwartz [5, VI.31). Therefore we have 
PR~P~SITI~K 4.4. The catzonical prqjection PA (cf. 4.13)) associated with azz 
ei&xvalue X has taco equivalent representations: one given by I?q. (4.13) and one 
given by the formula 
$A$ z f <$i Y 4) Ci , (4.25) 
i-1 
where +1 ,..., & is a basis of A%‘,, = Ker(lA - A)“‘, and (CIz ,..., I& is a basis of 
Kcr(lA - AT)aa satisfyi% (y!~~ , #J?) :: Sij . 
It should be noted that although PA 7 PA , the expressions characterizing the 
two projections are not identical. rn fact (4.13) . involves calculus of residues, 
while (4.25) requires finding bases {+A$} and {&}. 
Let us now consider the eigenprojcctions associated with A*. By Theorem 
4.4, and also by Kato [I 1, Chap. III, Sect. 6.61, if X is a pole of order m of R(A, A), 
both h and x are poles of order m of R(h, A*), and dim Ker(lh - A)“’ = 
dim Kcr(lh - A”)“. 
Define 
*A,* = Ker(lA - A*)m, (4.26) 
Qh* = Im(lA - A*)m. (4.27) 
According to Kato [ 11, Chap. III, Sect. 6.61, A$ and Q,* are, respectively, the 
range and the nullspace of the adjoint operator (PA)“, which satisfies 
where p,, is the mirror image of r,, . In the sequel, (PA)* will be denoted by l’z. 
4.5. Spectsd Theory for the Quotient Semigroup 
In a manner which is analogous to Proposition 3.5 all the results for :hc 
quotient semigroup [Y] arc related to those for 9’ by taking cquivalcnce classes 
cverywhcrc. A result, howcvcr, is that [A] and A have the same spectrum: 
nothing is lost by going to the quotient space. In fact the quotient space stems 
to be the appropriate framework for the convergence of the projection series. 
?HOI’OSITiON 4.5. U([A]) = U(A). 
Proy[. For each X in u(A), there exists a nonzero C/J in .%(A) such that 
ar/J = xc/J 3 [A] [$I = X[d]. 
Rut we know that for an cigenvector 
Ml = (da, Ml) +- 0 since !6(0) # 0. 
‘I’hercforc: ic/Jj + 0 and X c- o([A]). Conversely if there exist X E C and [+] + 0, 
[#I] E 9([l-J]j such that [A] [$I] -= A[$] or equivalently if, for each 4 in [+j, 
PII+ Xl;& ‘Then by Proposition 3.1 
But I:@] , 0 implies that Fd, + 0 and F;b is an eigenvector of A“* in CJ(A--*) 
corresponding to the eigenvaluc A. nut we know that a(AT”) = &,A.‘) = ~(-4). 
This concludes the proof of the proposition. 1 
‘l’h\: operator F and the simple formulas for the resolvcnts R(h, .A), R(h, -f “) 
giwn in the preceding section enable us now to obtain criteria of complctcncss 
uf cigenfunctions in AZ2 stated in the complex domain. This problem has been 
previously considered by Levinson and McCalla [13] for scalar equations only. 
We pcncralizc their results to n-vector systems. 
The prolrlcm of completeness has also been considered by one of the present 
authors by working directly with semigroups S’(t) and S’(t)* rather than \vith 
their rcsolvcnts (cf. ?Hanitius [15]). Th c results of that paper and of the nrcscnt 
section arc complementary. 
;\s ir, Manitius [15], WC also consider the concept of F-completcncss and state 
. . . 
approprratc crlterra m the complex domain. \Ye show that the F’C-compIeteness 
is related to some properties of canonical spectral projections. 
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5.1. Completeness Criteria Based on the Resolcent Operator 
DEFINITION 5.1. The system of generalized eigenfunctions of A (resp. A*) 
is complete in M* if 
,I TL fip (resp. J* = M2), 
where the bar denotes the closure in Ma and & (resp. A*) is the linear subspace 
of M2 generated by 
u dA (resp. u .MF) . 
AEdA) AED J 
(5-l) 
PROPOSITION 5.1. (i) *At!- : n Ker Pf. 
AEO( A) 
(ii) (A*)’ =.- n Ker PA . 
AW A) 
Proof. (i) Since .tiA = Im PA and Im PA is closed, we have 
A!- = n .AAL = n (Im PA)’ = n Ker P$, (5.2) 
AEdA) ,&J(A) led A) 
where in the last step we used the well-known duality results (cf., e.g., Taylor 
[18, Sect. 9, Eq. (4.96)]). (ii) Analogous. 1 
1XMM.4 5.2. 
(i) JQAl Ker PT = (# 1 h - R(/\, A*) IJ is entire} 
= {I) 1 A -+ [AT(A)]. l E&h is entire}. 
(ii) n Ker PA ..-I {I) 1 A + R(h, A) 4/, is entire] 
rSo(A) 
:: {# 1 h -+ d--l(A) EtF# is entire}. 
Proof. (i) Let 
4 E AEGA, Ker P?- 
Then 
v h E u(A), 0 = P;;*# = & $=, R(p, A*) $ dp. (5.3) 
The function p -+ R(p, A*) 4 is holomorphic on C\o(A”) = C\u(.4) with 
possible singularities at TV E u(A*) = a(A). Condition (5.3) means that the 
residue of R(p, A*) 4 at p = x is zero. We now recall the fact that R(p, A”) has 
poles of finite order and no other singularities (see Section 4). Hence R(p, =I*) 
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has the following Laurent series expansion at the isolated singularity k T. 
(cf. Kato [I 1, 111.651): 
where Z<,,(/A,~ 1 is holomorphic at p = A, and Df is a quasi-nilponent operann 
fjt .-- (IX - --l’:j Pf. It follows at once that I’?$ - 0 implies (/I$)” (I, -: 0, 
k = J ,..., N, so that R(p, A*) 4’, -_- R,,(p) z,A is h 1 0 omorphic at p = X. Since this 
IS true for all A E ‘~(-4”) (a(A^) is symmetric with respect to the real axis), MY 
concluck that the function p .-•f R(p, A*) II, is entire. 
By using Theorem 4.4 and the fact that TV + rl is entire, we have that 
p +F*Z$[N(~)]-l Et# is entire. (5.5) 
Projecting rhis function onto RR and using the fact that (F”EJ’J)~ = &“, V+ E .W 
wc obtain that the function 
y -+ [dT(\~)]-l I?$# is entire. (5.6) 
Converscl! ) suppose that I,!J is such that (5.6) is true. IHencc (P,&h)O = 0, 
VA E o(A). JIorcover, for every 0 E [--II, 0] the function p --• e*18[OT(y)]-1 E$i, 
is cntirc. C’onscqucntly, the function 
‘s entire fo: every OL E [-/I, 01. Combining (5.6) and (5.7) we have 
which also means that p - fZ(p, .11*) u’, is entire. This concludes the proof of (i). 
‘I‘hc proof of (ii) is similar except that the expression Fi’E,L[ilT(p)]-’ EC+ is 
replaced by E&r(p) Ep”r;il,. 1 
Since the completcncss of generalized eigenfunctions of .-I is the same as 
,p : ;I!” -: :- CO> -. (.,a) ! : 2 A-!- = (&,,c~,,) Ker PF, by combining Proposition 
5.1 and Lemma 5.2 we readily obtain the following result. 
‘i-hEOREiV 5.3a. .-I necessary and suficient condition for cotnplcieness oJt 
generalized eigenfunctions of A (resp. -47 is that there be no nonzero $ E; ild? such 
that the funrtion X -+ R(X, A”) I/ (resp. H(h, A) #) is entire. 
Alternatively, we can state this result in the following form. 
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TllEOREhl 5.3b. II necessary and sujjicient condition for (i) complenetess of 
the generalized eigenfunctions of A is 
(4 ; h -+ [AT(h)]-’ EA?(z/ is ent ire} = {0}, (5.8) 
(ii) completeness of the generalized eigenfunctions of A* is 
{II, 1 h -> d-‘(X) L?fF# is entire) = (0). (5.9) 
By using the definition of ET we can now recast thcsc results into a form which 
displays some similarities with earlier results of Levinson and YIcCalla [13], 
and also with a result of Kappel [8] on pointwise completeness and a result of 
Manitius and ‘l’riggiani [16] on function space controllability of retarded systems. 
WC have from (4.3) 
Br41, = I)” .-t se;‘ e”f,h’(U) dt9 --T c +- q(h), (5.10) 
where c = #O E W” and q(h) is a finite I,aplme transform of I/J’ EL”[--h, 01. The 
class of all such transforms was used by Manitius and ‘I’riggiani [16]; it will be 
denoted by FLT,,, . It is known that q(X) is an entire trancendental function of 
exponential type (i.e., of order I), it can never be a nonnull polynomial of A, 
and q(h) = 0, VA E C, if and only if /J’ = 0. Furthermore (cf. Manitius and 
Triggiani [16]) 
and q(A) = 0, i.e., Z/J = 0. (5.11) 
COI~OJ~L.~RY 5.4. The system of generalized eigenfunctions of A is complete in 
M2 if and only if for c CI W” and q(X) E FL,T,,l, 
{{c -I- q(h)}e-A-l(X) is entire} -T c f q(h) I 0. (5.12) 
Proof. Substitute (5.10) into (5.8), transpose and use (5.11). 1 
Remark 5.1. A similar result for n -. : 1 was first stated by Levinson and 
IVIcCalla [13]. For arbitrary n this result was first given by Manitius [ 141. 
5.2. Some Interpretations of the Completeness 
The result of Corollary 5.4 can be interpreted as follows. Since O-l(X) usually 
has an infinite number of poles, the completeness holds if and only if there is no 
nontrivial entire function in the class c + q(A), c E R”, q(.) E FIAT,*, which 
would produce a complete cancellation of all the poles of A-‘(X) in the product 
(C -i- q(h))‘- A--l(A). 
B.~wPie 5.1. Consider the system 
Take i,c -,- II(X))~ [- 1 -; (i - &):A; (A -. 1 i- L’ “):A”], \dllCh corresponds 
:v 4” :-. [-1; 01, I)‘(O) = [l; 0 T 11, 0~ [-l,O]. Then -[c -; ~(,;i)~‘~~.-~(h) 
(A --- I + e-A)/Xa; 01. ‘l’he right-hand side is an entire function, hence the 
Agenfunctions of -4 are not complete in AZ”. 
Remark 5.2. Condition (5.12) is reminiscent of the criterion for “pointwise 
completeness” or nondegencracy of retarded systems given by Kappcl [8]. 
We remind the reader that a system is said to be (pointwise) degenerate if there 
exist a nonzcro $0 E W” and to > 0 such that 
11,” . rr,S(t)+ -: 0, vt 3 to, vf$ L w, (5.14) 
where 11” is the projection of Mz onto W”. II,\5 = +“. Kappcl’s criterion for 
nondegeneracy is 
c E iw, cTd--‘(h) is entire 3 c = 0. (5.15) 
‘This condition is closely related to (5.12). In fact, consider the problem of R”- 
completeness of the projections on UP of the eigcnfunctions of ,4, i.e., consider 
when 
rI& Lz ml. (5.16) 
This condition fails if and only if 3c E R”, c + 0, such that tb = (c, 0) is ortho- 
gonal to A’. Hy repeating steps analogous to those in the proof of Theorem 5.3b 
and Corollary 5.4 we obtain that (5.16) is equivalent to (5.15), hence to non- 
degeneracy. This fact has been mentioned before by Kappel 191: under the 
assumption that the spectrum u(A) is finite. 
By analogy, the lack of .Vla-completeness can hc regarded as a “functiona! 
degencracv” of a hereditary system. To explain this ;VX quote the: following 
result, given originally in the context of space C-/z, 0] by IIenr~~ [7] (for a 
proof in space Ma see Manitius [15]): 
Ifi>0 such that v t > s, ImS(t-j =- ,w. (5.17) 
By taking the orthogonal complement of both sides, WC obtain that the lack 
of AP-completeness is equivalent to the existence of a nonzcro I/J 5 JP such that 
((44 s(t) 4)) L 0, vt > s, v+ <: >l‘lZ. (5.18) 
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The last condition contains (5.14) as a special case. This was to be expected 
since pointwise degeneracy is a very special case of “functional degeneracy.” 
Remark 5.3. Condition (5.12) displays an interesting analogy with the 
condition of M*-approximate controllability given by Manitius and Triggiani 
[16]. System (2.1) (with added control Bu(t) on the right-hand side) is said to 
be M2-approximately controllable in cast the set of attainable states on [0, co[ is 
dense in M2. The condition mentioned above says that the Ma-approximate 
controllability holds if and only if for c E W”, q(X) E FLT,,, the statement 
(c A 4(X)}T d-t(X) B --1 0, VA E p(A), implies c + q(A) G 0. 
5.3. F-Completeness Criteria Based on the Resolvent Operator 
WC now turn to the concept of “F-completeness” which is intermediate 
between UP- (or pointwise) completeness and Ma-completeness. The motivation 
for the idea of F-completeness is given in detail in Manitius [15]. 
DEFIKITION 5.2. The system of generalized eigenfunctions of A is F-com- 
plete if 
-- 
FL&! = ImF. (5.19) 
By using the transposed equation and the operator F* we can also define the 
concept ofF*-completeness of the generalized functions of AT. In addition, since 
Aff CImF* (see Eq. (4.26) and Theorem 4.4(iii)) we have the following 
concept. 
DEFINITION 5.3. The system of generalized eigenfunctions of A* is complete 
in ImF* if 
-- - 
A?* = ImF*. (5.20) 
Remark 5.4. If Ker F = {0}, then ImF* = M2 and the concepts given by 
Definition 5.1(i) and Definition 5.2 coincide. 
THEOREM 5.5. A necessary and suficient conditions for (i) F-completeness of 
the generalized eigenfunctions of A is 
{I/J 1 X -+ R(h, A”) F*# is entire} =I: Ker F* (5.21) 
or, equivalently, 
{t,b !h --f [d’(X)]-’ EfF*# is entire} = Ker F*, (5.22) 
(ii) completeness of the generalized eigenfunctions of A* in Im F” is 
{Z/J 1 X --f d-‘(h) ETF/J is entire} -z Kcr F. (5.23) 
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!:O~WLL.WY 5.6. The generalized eigenfunctions oj ;I” ure mnplete in Tm Fx 
if tmi only if the generalized cigenftmctions of A’ are .p”-complei’e. 
Proof of Il’lreorenz 5.5. (i) Let (I, E JW satisfy 
t/J E {fmq. (5.24) 
Then ((+, Pc;I)) -.- 0, V+ E -tiA, VA E u(A), hence F”# E (J&‘,,)‘- for all X E o(ll), or 
E’“rl, E A’-. From Proposition 5.1 and Lemma 5.2 it now follows that the function 
,j -> [AT@)]--1 E;F’“# (5.25) 
IS .:n:ire if and only if&?/ I E Al, or, equivalently, (5.24) holds. ‘I’his proves that 
(Fd?~‘~ -= {I/J 1 X -> [AT(X)I lifF”JI is entire). (5.26) 
‘l‘hc generalized eigenfunctions of A are F-complete if and only if (5.19) 
holds. 13~ taking the orthogonal complements of both sides we have 
{FX)’ = Ker I;‘:. (5.27) 
IS!; combining (5.26) and (5.27) wc obtain (5.22). The cquivalencc of (5.20) and 
(5.22) is obtained bp recalling from the proof of ‘Theorem 5.3 that R(h, A”) 4 
is cntite if and only if [AT(X)] -l EC+ is entire, for any (G c M”, in particular for 
qi : F*l/J. 
(ii) From (5.20) WC have that the completeness in the sense of Definition 
5.3 is equivalent to 
{,/g+}- Z I&J-. (5.28) 
Hy Theorem 4.4(iii), A!; : P.X where .h’~~ :=: I<er(lh - .4’;)‘~. ‘l’he set 
on the left-hand side of (5.28) is equha; to 
{l/J : ((I), Jp)) == 0) z--z {l/J ; ((I/, F-,,q) :=- 0;. 
= (II’, ((K/J, JF)) := O), 
where ..fl’ is the subspace of 3P generated I~\ 
(J Jfiy. 
Xc(A) 
H) proposition 5.1 and Lemma 5.2, the left-hand side of (5.28) is thus equal to 
[v’, h + O-l(X) E;I;;l, is entire). fl 
J‘OROJAARY 5.7. 
if and only’ if the generalized eigenfunctioms of :I’ are F’C-complet~. 
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Prooj. From Remark 4.2 one has 
that is, 
KerF c Ker P,, ! v A E o(A), (5.30) 
KcrFC n Ker P,, . 
AEO( A) 
(5.31) 
Lemma 5.2(ii), Theorem 5.5(ii), and Corollary 5.6 now yield that the inclusion 
given by (5.31) is actually an identity if and only if the gencralizcd eigcnfunc- 
tions of AT are F*-complete. [ 
The last corollary makes it clear that the initial functions in Ker F arc always 
annihilated by spectral projections. It follows that if KcrF + (0) the spectral 
projection series (cf. Banks and Manitius [3]) (for a given 41) cannot converge to d, 
for all Q, E Ma. In fact, one of the hypotheses made by Banks and Manitius [3] 
for the convergence of spectral projections in the space C[--h, 0] requires det A, 
:I/- 0, hence I&r F = (0). 
We now reduce the F-completeness condition to a fotm suitable for practical 
calculations. Let 
.- 0 
C(h) = ( (IPyJ’) (0) $0 do. (5.32) 
- 4 
Considering the function given by (5.25) WC obtain that 
By (5.11) c $ {(A) ti 0 if and only if 6” :: 0, H?,U z- 0, that is, # E KerF*. 
COROLLARY 5.8. The generalized ex~enfunctions of A are F-complete ij and 
onZy iffor c E R”, [(A) E FTl,,.I, , <(A) given by (5.32), the statement 
(c + [(h))r A--‘(h) is entire 
implies c + {(A) = 0. 
5.4. Practical Verifjcation of the Completeness 
In the remaining part of this section we focus our attention on the conditions 
given by Corollaries 5.4 and 5.8 and show how these conditions can be used to 
test for completeness or F-completeness. The methods used below is in part an 
extension of the earlier work by Lcvinson and XI&alla [l], and is based on the 
theory of cntirc functions. 
Consider the expression f(A) - : {c j- q(A)}’ A- ‘(A). We now look at the 
growth rate off(A) on four semiaxes in the complex plane. 
Proof. _ BY definition 
..U 
4(A) -= IA - / P’O d7#l). 
. h 
i’hc second term on the right-hand side is hound& for a!1 A w!th Iic ,‘\ ‘X iI. 
Jlencc adj A(A)’ - O(’ A 171-1) for lie X > 0. \V c a so know that tlet d(X) has no 1 
wets outside a sufficiently large half-disk A >-- H, Re X T.2 0. Ilence 
det d(A)’ : : 1 A ‘( (1 -+ O(i A ‘--l)), 
A-‘(/\)I O(I /I i-1) for h such That lie A 1:: 0. 
‘l’hc result then follows from the fact that c -. c/(X), is uniformI\- bounded in 
the: closed right half-plane (cf. Manitius and Triggiani [16, I,emr& 4.21). 1 
V-c now turn to the behavior of f(A) on the n~i:,naCw real scrniasi~. IVe will 
shav that ifJ(h) is bounded on that scmiaxis, and if it is an cntirc function, then 
c : 9(X) must be identically zero, thus Gelding the completeness. 
3h~ORBIl 5. IO. Suppose 
log 1 det A( 
!iljl inf -. - ..- .--- >.r r/h 
Y-P’< r 
Then !iw .+slertl of ~~etwalized et&xfuncliotts 
Proof. From (5.34) WL‘ have successivelv 
(5.34) 
(5.36) 
;5.37) 
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Indeed, this growth rate is obtained if q(.) has an atom at -h with rank A* > 
n - 1; otherwise the growth rate might be even smaller. Since, by JJemma 4.2 
of Manitius and ‘Iriggiani [16], 1 c + q(---r)[ is O(ekr) for Y - CC, we have that 
If(-Y)! = ‘{c -+ q(-Y))Tk-l(-Y)l = O(P). (5.38) 
It is known that if two (scalar) functions F1(X), F*(X) are entire of order 1, and 
Fl(A)/Fz(A) is entire, then, by a corollary of the Hadamard factorization theorem 
(cf. Titchmarsch [19, Sects. 8.24 and 8.4(k)]), Fi(X)/F,#) is of order 1 at most. 
Since both {C ;- q(h)jT adj d(X) and det d(h) arc entire of order 1, with f(A) --- 
{c j-- s(X)>~ adj d(h)/det d(h) en ire, t the function f(A) is entire of order p < 1. 
By (5.33) this function is bounded on the imaginary axis and on the real 
positive semiaxis. i.e., on rays forming angles /3 :. ~(2 < r/p. By PragmCn- 
Lindclijf theorem (cf. Titchmarsch [19, Sect. 5.61]), f(A) is uniformly bounded 
for all A with Re X > 0. By (5.37) and a corollary of the Pragmcn-Lindelof 
theorem (Boas [4, 1.4.31) this function is also bounded for all Re h < 0; hence 
it is hounded in the whole complex plane. Hy Liouvillc’s theorem 
f(h) --- (c + q(h)jT d--‘(h) 15 constant; 
but by (5.33) this constant must be zero. Multiplying from the right by d(A) 
we obtain c -. y(X) + 0. The conclusion follows via Corollary 5.4. 1 
CoKoLLAKs 5. Il. If T(.) has an isolated atom at -h, and det A, + 0, then 
the rompl&ess holds. 
Proof. If det Al, j 0 the dominant term in det A( -r) for r + 03 is e’lhr. 
det A,i , i.c., 
det A(-Y) -= e”hr det A,‘(1 -+ o(r)), O(Y) --f 0 (1. ----+ co). (5.39) 
Given any E > 0 WC take for t(e) any number such that 
and obtain (5.35) hence (5.34). u 
‘l’his result indicates that the completeness is somehow related to the behavior 
of q(.) near the point --h. ‘fhe following result (cf. Manitius [14]) makes the 
picture more clear. 
THEOREM 5.12. A necessary and suficiat condition for completeness of 
genemfized eipfunctions of A in :W is KcrF* = {O]. 
Proc!f. SW Manitius [14]. 
.Uthough the condition Kcr 1:” -- (0: seems to be \\xaker than thox ,;I\ cn 13) 
‘I’hcorcm 5.10 and Corollary 5.11, it is worth keeping in mind that in man:.; 
instances the method used in the proof of Theorem 5.10 is useful. ‘bccausc it 
can bc used on some cxamplcs lo directly check fhe completeness orP-completcncss, 
without investigating whether or not KerF* :-: (0:. ‘1’0 do this one often has 
:mly to look at the growth of {c / l(h)}‘! O-l(A) on the negative real scminxis 
.tnd USC the I’ragmen -Lindclof theorem, as in the proof of ‘I’hcorcm 5. IO. to 
assert that {r I <(A))- d ‘(A) is bounded in the complex plant; since 
,c -1. gh)j;- d-‘(X) -> 0 as h b -. 03, we have {c -; @)j :.I. 0, and Corollary 5.8 
~vould give the F-complctcncss. 
5.5. Illusirati~e lhunples 
!;xa~rw~ 5.2. Consider again the equation of &ample 5.1. Z%ncc .-f, I= 
:-:’ :;I, whe have 
whcrc yi(h) is an arbitrary FLTa,,, scalar-valued function. Let {c -- i(h))-, J ‘(A) 
= [f,(h)?f,(h)]> we have 
Sov j2(--r) 1. O(ecr) for E --> 0, as r ---f J3. IIence j,(h) =I const. and jz(r) --+ 3 
‘15 r -P o= impl!;f~(X) = 0. Hence cr --. q,(h) -i- Xc, T L 0. Letting h - :- x gives 
(‘2 -- 0: and so cr :- 0, q&h) = 0; th ereforc c j- c(X) .k 0 and the P-completeness 
holds. 
T3XAMPLli 5.3. Consider the equation whose cilaractcristic irwtris _](A) 1s 
4(A) = 
i 
h 1 -e--J) yo 3 ! 
-e-A X 0 
I 
, ix., .41- !I 0 0 1 
0 0 x lo 0 OJ I
cc -,- <(A))r = c- + q“(A) -4, = [Cl + $(A), C'.' ) C3 .I- q&l)]. 
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and 
{c (- &A)} d-‘(h) _.-: [o, 0, “:+2] ) which is entire. 
TheF-completeness fails even though the spectrum of A, i.e., {A .I dct h(XL f e “) 
= 0} is infinite. 
In a parallcl work of Manitius [15] criteria of F-complctcncss arc established. 
They arc given in terms of operator F and another operator G associated with 
the retarded systems. The treatment of complctcncss and t;-complctcncss giwn 
in that paper is complementary to the present one in the sense that it is based 
on the time domain analysis as opposed to the complex variable methods used 
in this section. 
APPENDIX To SECTIOX 4 
Proof of Proposition 4.1. (i) By direct computation using mathematical 
induction. (ii) We prove it for k :-: 1; the general case follows from this cast. 
For all $ in C[--h, 0] 
-I r-h,d 
By density of C[--h, 0] in L”[-17, 01, the abovc identity is true for all (b’ in 
I,“[---h, 01. ‘J’he iJP-component is zero and trivially satisfies the identity. 
(iii) Since for all h > 0, D,“E,x belongs to C[-11, 01, 
(iv) l;rom part (i), EzFl\“B, = (-1)” J?‘~PI~,“L?~, and 
Proofof Proposition 4.2. (i) and (ii). G’ jven r/, in .W, wc musz find $ in .9(A) 
such that 
(IX - A)d, --- J, 
or, cquivakntly, 
Solving the second equation of (2) gives 
f$(O) = 2%$(O) --I Jo F-“‘#‘(&) ticx, 
or, equivalently, 
(C(O), 4) := -wO) -I- ?,i. 
Substituting (3) in the first equation of (2) we have 
X1$(0) - L(E*l$(O) -I- Z’xt,J) = 4” 
an d 
(1) 
8 E c-12, 01. (2) 
d(h) y!(O) = AzqyO) - L(fq(0)) = $0 + iC( T*w). 3) 
But 
r4” /- L(T*qJ) = 4”” - j .,I--h o: 409 f ” ~h(o-aV1(Oo (1% 
‘0 
L JI” -(- et--h o[ dT@) Lo c*‘p(B - 6) d[. 
For y!? continuous we can change the order of integration 
Combining the last equation with (4), by d ensity of the continuous functions 111 
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L’[--h, 0] and continuity of the operator I?$P the following identity is true for all 
$ in J!12: 
A(A)+(O) = EfF#. (6) 
From (4) and (6), it is clear that (I) h as a unique solution for every $ in M2 
if and only if det d(h) -+ 0, since the mapping II, -+ I$Fz/ covers [w” (3” can be 
arbitrary). Conversely if dct d(h) =/ 0, then Eqs. (4) and (6) define a unique 
bounded linear operator which coincides with the right-hand side of (4.9). 
Therefore p(A) = {A 1 det d(h) # O}. If X is a solution of det d(X) = 0, then for 
4 = 0 ther exists 4” # 0 such that 
d = -w” # 0, A(h) $0 = 0, (7) 
that is, them exists a nonzero solution 4 of (1) for # = 0. Hence 4 is an eigen- 
function of A and the set {A ! det d(X) =-: 0} is a point spectrum of A (cf. Taylor 
M). I 
Proof of Proposition 4.3. We seek all (b in 59(A”) such that 
(IA - a)m fj4 = 0. 
Define #o = d, and I,$ = (IA - A) #ji-l, j = I,..., m; then the equation 
(Ih-AA)fi’$=O is cquivalcnt to $J,~ = 0. Our previous calculations (Eqs. (4) 
and (5)) show that tii = (IA - A) #+r is equivalent to 
*j-l = EACH $ T,$J~ and A(h) cj = Ex*I;;crj 
for some cj E [w’” (in fact, cj = &-r(O)). Since #, = 0, one has 
(8) 
Using Proposition 4.1 (i) 
m-1 
which for I = 0 gives (4.15) with di = (-l)i-l ci , i = I,..., m. From Eqs. (8) 
and (9) we have 
m-- 1 
and by I’ropositlon 4.1 (ii) 
which, by replacingj -k I b!; k and rearranging, becomes (4.16). 1 
Prooj of Theorem 4.4. (i) and (ii). ;\s in the proof of Proposition 4.2, WC 
seek # in .Q(A*) solution of the equation 
(AI - ‘4”) * = $, .;I]) 
that is, in VICW of the characterization of the elements of &‘(A “) (cf. Eq. (3.5)) 
xp - p-p - g(0) =_ p, Xl)‘. -&i :..$‘, (12) 
whtxe 
4”’ _-: ]j*rl;o -f. g, :;3) 
for some g in fI’[-h, 0] with g(-h) = 0. We rewrite Eq. (12) in the form 
Q - (6’ - X[II”IJ;o] - /lg. 
The solution of the above differential equation is of the Form 
where it remains to determine J,fi. Sow, from (12), one has 
X6” --- L’$P T (If “tp) (0) - (H”(E,lp)‘) (0) = 4” -- (T;+y (O), 
h$O - .fol d7”(0) I)” - (II*(B,@‘)‘) (0) : 6” .- (” &“+‘(a) da, 
--t, 
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that is (cf. second equation of (4.6)), 
(16) 
From (15) and (16), we conclude that IA - A* has a bounded inverse R(A, A*) 
if and only if 
0 /: dct AT(h) = det d(X). 
Thcrcforc (i) is verified. Combining (15) and (16), (ii) is readily obtained. 
(iii) We know that for all 4 in g(Ar), A*F*# =F*ATt+h. Hence for all 
integer WE 3 1 and for all 4 in 3(ATnz), 
#E 9(ATm), (IA - A*)m$‘*# I; F*(I,j - AT)nl ,J. 
z=- F* Ker(ZA -- A’)m C Ker(lh - A*)“‘. 
(17) 
The reverse inclusion is proved by induction. It is true for j -: 1. lndccd if foi 
some h in o(A*) # belongs to Ker(lh - AzS), then (11) holds with 4 : 0, and 
from Eqs. (15) and (16), it follows that Z/ = F*E,,+P with d’(h) $0 = 0. Define 
[ c EA#a with AT(h) I/JO .= 0. By analogy with (7), [ is an element of 
Ker(lh - AT). Therefore the reverse inclusion holds for m =.= 1 since II, = F*[. 
Assume that it holds for some j in (1, 2,..., nz>, 
Ker(lA - A*‘)j CF” Ker(lA - AT)j. W 
Choose $ in Ker(lA - A”)’ 1’. Then (IA - A”) I/J belongs to Ker(Zh - A*)j 
and, by hypothesis (18), there exists 7 in Ker(lA - A”)j such that 
(IA - A”) II, = F*q. (19) 
Ry using (15) with 4’, - F”? we obtain 
$ = F*&E:,ICI” + T;Fi7 :_ F”&$” f F”l’,,,, (20) 
where the last step follows by Proposition 4.1 (ii); in addition, from (16) with 
4 =F*?) 
AT(h) +” 2: Efj+rl. (21) 
On the other hand, any i in Kcr(lA -- R7’)j’* satisfies (IA -- rlr) 5 = y for some 
y in Kcr(lA - Ar)j. Hy analogy with IA - A (cf. (4) and (6)) this holds if and 
only if 
( = E,{O -:- 1;y, (24 
AT(A) 5” - E;F*y. (23) 
Comparing (22), (23) with (20), (21) we see that 
EA#O $ ‘Z\T~ c Kcr(lh - fl’)j-l-l z. (I, SF;’ &r(lX - AT)j+l. 1 
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